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The vision of the journals is to provide an academic platform to scholars all over the world to publish their novel, original, empirical and high quality research work. It propose to encourage research relating to latest trends and practices in international business, finance, banking, service marketing, human resource management, corporate governance, social responsibility and emerging paradigms in allied areas of management including social sciences, education and information & technology. It intends to reach the researcher’s with plethora of knowledge to generate a pool of research content and propose problem solving models to address the current and emerging issues at the national and international level. Further, it aims to share and disseminate the empirical research findings with academia, industry, policy makers, and consultants with an approach to incorporate the research recommendations for the benefit of one and all.
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ABSTRACT

Study of Tata Institute of Social Sciences and independent study of UGC have identified that employability of higher education students is a big concern. As per this study only 20% to 30% students of higher professional studies are employable for prescribed jobs. It reflects that the system and student material are not compatible to achieve the desired outcome. Present practices are focused over improving the education system and quality for betterment of students’ employability. The higher professional education became very challenging now a day's therefore monitoring of students’ performance and increment in their employability became the winning card for any academic institution. Many practical studies are carried out to investigate factors affecting student performance and employability. This study tries to classify various students’ personality on the basis of their academic performance and discipline, amalgamated with Holland and Derrich theories of personalities. The focus of this research is to find out the extrinsic factor affecting the personalities of students and their impact in improving employability as a whole.
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ABSTRACT

This research paper attempts to conceptualize a model for tourist satisfaction level at a heritage destination which is an appropriate measurement/instrument for future research activities in similar research areas. The model will significantly address push and pull factors of tourists visiting a heritage site and its relationship in terms of the satisfaction/dissatisfaction levels of the tourists. The theoretical model was designed through a comprehensive in-depth review of literature carried out with past research done in the fields of tourism marketing. The model includes eight independent variables, with tourist satisfaction being the dependent variable. The analysis of the motivating factors of heritage tourism provides insights to creating a satisfied tour experience to the visitors. Despite, customer satisfaction and heritage tourism been one of the leading competitive edges in the tourism industry, hardly any measurement instruments have been developed to support heritage tourism more specifically. The proposed model provides a basis for the constant observing and development of heritage destination site.
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ABSTRACT

This study mainly aims to know the influencer decision in choosing a Multi-Brand Outlet for shopping. The study aims to detect the reasons that attract the customers to choose MBOs for shopping. This study was conducted for about 50 respondents in Coimbatore city. This study forms a part of the pilot study. The data were analyzed by using percentages, ranking, mean and standard deviation. It was concluded that 36 percent of the respondents are influenced by their friends & relatives to choose a particular retail outlet for shopping and majority of the customers are influenced towards the brand image of the store to choose MBOs for shopping. The various reasons which attract the customers to choose a retail outlet which includes nearness, trustworthiness, offers & promotions, attractive prices, brand image of the store, etc. Thus, this study aimed at bringing an outline about the reasons that influenced the customers to select the Multi-Brand Outlets for fulfilling their shopping requirements.

KEYWORDS: MBOs - Multi-Brand Outlets, Ready to Wear, Reasons.
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